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Abstract Phogrin/IA-2b and ICA512/IA-2 are two par-

alogs receptor-type protein-tyrosine phosphatases (RPTP)

that localize in secretory granules of various neuroendo-

crine cells. In pancreatic islet b-cells, they participate in the
regulation of insulin secretion, ensuring proper granulo-

genesis, and b-cell proliferation. The role of their cyto-

plasmic tail has been partially unveiled, while that of their

luminal region remains unclear. To advance the under-

standing of its structure–function relationship, the X-ray

structure of the mature ectodomain of phogrin (ME pho-

grin) at pH 7.4 and 4.6 has been solved at 1.95- and 2.01-Å

resolution, respectively. Similarly to the ME of ICA512,

ME phogrin adopts a ferredoxin-like fold: a sheet of four

antiparallel b-strands packed against two a-helices.
Sequence conservation among vertebrates, plants and

insects suggests that the structural similarity extends to all

the receptor family. Crystallized ME phogrin is mono-

meric, in agreement with solution studies but in striking

contrast with the behavior of homodimeric ME ICA512.

The structural details that may cause the quaternary

structure differences are analyzed. The results provide a

basis for building models of the overall orientation and

oligomerization state of the receptor in biological

membranes.

Keywords Insulin � Secretory granule � Dense-core
vesicle � Peptide hormone � Diabetes

Abbreviations

ME Mature ectodomain

ICA512 Islet cell autoantigen 512

Introduction

Protein-tyrosine phosphatases (PTP) have pivotal roles in

signal transduction and therefore in the regulation of many

processes, such as cell division, growth, differentiation, and

metabolism. These enzymes can be either soluble
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(cytoplasmic) or transmembrane, i.e. receptor-like (RPTP).

The latter comprise type-1, transmembrane proteins that

participate in cell–cell and cell–matrix contacts, and pos-

sess a diversity of adhesive and multimerization modules.

Some of them have been found to be involved in human

diseases such as cancer, autoimmunity, and degenerative

disorders [1–3].

Phogrin (also known as IA-2b, IAR, ICAAR, or

PTPRN2) and ICA512 (also known as IA-2, PTP35, or

PTPRN) are closely related RPTP located in dense core

vesicles of brain, pituitary, pancreatic islets, and adrenal

endocrine cells. Both are inactive tyrosine phosphatases, as

a consequence of highly conserved active site mutations.

Recently, however, it was reported that phogrin dephos-

phorylates phosphatidylinositol [4].

In the b-cell, phogrin and ICA512 are involved in the

biogenesis, cargo storage, traffic, exocytosis and recycling

of secretory granules, as well as in b-cell proliferation [5–

11]. Also they are major autoantigens in type-I diabetes

mellitus, and the corresponding autoantibodies are widely

used markers for early detection of individual at risk of the

disease [12–14].

In mice, gene deletion of ICA512, phogrin, or both,

causes alterations in glucose tolerance tests, decreased

glucose-stimulated insulin secretion, abnormal secretion of

pituitary hormones and female infertility [15–17]. Impor-

tantly, the insulin content of b-cells in double knockout

mice is about fifty percent less than in controls [18].

Despite being closely related, phogrin and ICA512 have

different expression profiles: ICA512 expression increases

during development and is influenced by glucose, insulin,

cAMP-generating agents and proinflammatory cytokines;

in contrast, phogrin expression is not significantly affected

by glucose levels [19–23].

The precursors of ICA512 and phogrin are polypeptides

of about 1,000 residues that after proteolytic processing by

furin-like convertases along the secretory pathway result

into *60-kDa transmembrane mature proteins [5]. The

mature transmembrane fragment (TMF) includes an

N-terminal ectodomain (ME) oriented toward the lumen of

the granule, a transmembrane domain (TM), and a cyto-

plasmic tail of about 45 kDa. The cytoplasmic tail com-

prises a juxtamembrane segment and the PTP domain

distinctive of the RPTP family (Fig. 1). mature ectodomain

(ME phogrin) and ME ICA512 face the extracellular space

during insulin secretion and therefore are obvious candi-

dates for ligand-receptor interactions and for

oligomerization.

Homo- and hetero-dimerization are common among

type-I membrane receptors, and particularly for the RPTP

family of proteins. Among the latter, phogrin and ICA512

form homo- and heterodimers and can associate with other

RPTP members. This oligomerization has been postulated

Fig. 1 a Outline of the domain organization of phogrin and ICA512.

Solid arrow heads show signal peptidase and prohormone convertases

processing sites that remove the signal peptide (SP) and the N-terminal

fragment (NTF) and result in the production of the mature transmem-

brane fragment. The latter comprises the mature ectodomain (ME), the

transmembrane region (TM), and the cytoplasmic segment with the

phosphatase (inactive) domain (PTP). The boundaries of these receptor

regions are indicated by residue numbers. In addition, open arrowheads

show the limits of the X-ray structure fragments described in this work.

b Aligned sequences corresponding to the segments indicated by open

arrows in Panel A. Secondary structure determined in this work for ME

phogrin (a-helix, h, red; b-strand, s, gold) is shown. Pedicted sites ofN-
glycosylation are in purple. c. Ribbon representation of the structure of
MEphogrin. The single chain in the asymmetric unit of the crystal at pH

7.4 is shown (PDB ID: 4HTI); however, the backbone structure at pH

4.6 is nearly identical (PDB ID. 4HTJ). Coloring is according to

secondary structure with b-strands in gold, helices in red and aperiodic
structure in white. The order of the strands and helices is indicated S1–

S4 and H1–H2, respectively. d Backbone superposition of ME phogrin

and ME ICA512. ME phogrin is the same as in Panel C, and ME

ICA512 (in transparent silver) corresponds to PDB ID: 3N01 [27]
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as a general regulatory mechanism for RPTP, and sup-

porting this notion it was found that co-expression of

phogrin or ICA512 with RPTPa reduces the phosphatase

activity of the latter [24]. The cytoplasmic tails of phogrin

and ICA512 are capable of homo- and hetero-dimerization

with the contribution of both the juxtamembrane and the

PTP segments. The association is also detected when

assayed with the whole receptors, and moreover, the TM

domains have a significant potential for self-interaction in

the membrane [24, 25].

Recently, we determined the X-ray structure of 89 of

the 127 residues of ME ICA512 [26, 27]. This domain,

turned out to be related to the SEA (Sea-urchin sperm

protein, Enterokinase, Agrin) module, which is special-

ized for oligomerization and interaction with the extra-

cellular matrix [28]. This finding simplified the

classification of the RPTP family because, with the single

exception of the subtype R7 (PCPTP1), all RPTP are now

characterized by having extracellular modules for the

interaction with the extracellular matrix and cell-to-cell

contact.

Crystallography provided the basic structural informa-

tion and a model for the homo-dimerization modes that

may be of functional importance for ME ICA512. In

addition, previous work provided the basic biochemical

and biophysical information on both ME phogrin and ME

ICA512 [29, 30]. Moreover, although the sequence simi-

larity of ME phogrin is 63 %–high enough as to safely

assume a common overall fold– some of the differences in

expression, regulation, and function between ICA512 and

phogrin might be related to specific sequence changes or

subtle structural details. To unify and systematize the

structural and biophysical information regarding these

proteins, we undertook the resolution of the X-ray structure

of human ME phogrin. The results may help in the long-

term efforts to unveil the architecture of the whole receptor

inserted in biological membranes.

Experimental procedures

Molecular visualization and calculations were performed

with VMD [31]. Pockets and cavities properties were cal-

culated using CASTp [32]. Electrostatic potentials were

calculated using APBS and PDB2PQR [33]. Residue pKa

were calculated with PROPKA3.0 [34].

Protein expression and purification

Cloning, expression in E. coli, and purification of ME

phogrin (residues 502–599 of human phogrin, UniProt ID:

Q92932) have been described [30]. Buffer exchange to

10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.4 and protein concentration were

accomplished with an Amicon 4 device (Millipore, Bed-

ford, MA, USA) with a 10 kDa cut-off.

Crystallization

Crystals of ME phogrin were obtained at 20 �C using the

hanging-drop method in two different conditions. The drop

(2 ll) was a 1:1 blend of protein and reservoir solution

(1 ml). The reservoir solution for the first condition was

0.2 M ammonium sulphate, 30 % PEG 4000, and for the

second condition it was 0.1 M sodium acetate pH 4.6,

0.2 M ammonium sulphate, 25 % PEG 4000. Crystals

appeared after one and 3 days for the first and second

condition, respectively. Prior to data collection, first-con-

dition crystals were flash-cooled without cryo-protectant in

liquid nitrogen. Crystals from the second condition were

cryo-protected by soaking in the mother liquor supple-

mented with 25 % glycerol before flash-cooling.

Data collection and processing

The X-ray diffraction data were collected at 100 K on the

X6A beam line at the National Synchrotron Light Source

(NSLS), using an ADSC Q270 detector (Area Detector

Systems Corp., Poway, CA, USA). Indexing, integration,

scaling and reduction were performed using the HKL2000

suite of programs [35]. Five percent of the measured

reflections were flagged for cross-validation. Data col-

lection and processing statistics are summarized in

Table 1.

Structure solution, refinement and validation

The structures were solved by molecular replacement using

the coordinates of ME ICA512 (PDB ID: 2QT7; RCSB

PDB, www.rcsb.org; [26] ) as the starting model. The

solution was obtained using MOLREP [36] as implemented

in the MrBump program [37] from the CCP4 suite [38].

Refinement was carried out using REFMAC5 [39] inter-

spersed with manual model building using Coot [40].

B-factors of protein atoms were treated using TLS refine-

ment. With the first crystal, one group per chain was suf-

ficient to account for the anisotropy of atomic displacement

parameters; whereas for the second crystal (at pH 4.6), 14

groups of TLS were used, using the TLSMD server to help

the partition into multiple segments [41]. The stereo-

chemical quality of the model was verified using the

Molprobity server [42]. The atomic coordinates and

structure factors have been deposited in the Protein Data

Bank (PDB ID: 4HTI, 4HTJ).

X-ray structure of ME phogrin
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Results and discussion

Structure determination and fold features

The structure of ME phogrin at pH 7.4 and 4.6 was solved

at 1.95- and 2.01-Å resolution, respectively. ME phogrin

crystals belong to the hexagonal space group P6122, and

the asymmetric unit contains a single peptide chain (resi-

dues 510–598) with overall dimensions 22 9 25 9 35 Å3

(Fig. 1). Residues 501–509 and 599, at the N- and C-ter-

mini showed no electron density and are presumably dis-

ordered. The backbone structure is nearly identical at both

pH (all backbone atom RMSD = 0.29 Å). As well, the

backbone structure of ME phogrin is nearly identical to that

we reported previously for ME ICA512 [26, 27] (RMSD of

0.80–1.16 Å; Fig. 1). In the cell, ME phogrin and ICA512

are first within the endoplasmic reticulum and the Golgi

cisternae, subsequently in the SG lumen where they are

exposed to changes in the local H? concentration up to pH

*4.5, and finally they face the extracellular space and

return to a neutral pH. The high degree of similarity

between the phogrin structures at pH 7.4 and 4.6 suggests

that, as found with ME ICA512, there are no significant pH

dependent conformational changes associated with the

maturation of the granule and posterior insulin secretion.

The fold of ME phogrin and ME ICA512 is classified in

SCOP2 [43] as ferredoxin-like (babbab; 2 layers, a/b;
antiparallel b–sheet, order: 4132; CF:2000014). The fere-

doxin-like fold–a layer of four antiparallel b-strands onto

which a second layer of two a-helices is packed– is ubiq-

uitous and shared by many protein domains of very dif-

ferent origins and functions. These domains, grouped into

several superfamilies, differ in the details of secondary

structure elements mutual orientation, length, and in the

elaborateness of the connecting loops.

Interestingly, ME phogrin and ME ICA512 fold is most

similar to that of the SEA superfamily. For instance, the

MUC1 SEA domain from the human transmembrane pro-

tein mucin [44] can be superposed to ME phogrin with a

RMSD of 1.75 Å (PDB ID: 2ACM; 56 % of the backbone

atoms, not shown). This strong structural similitude is

likely to be relevant biologically, because mucin’s SEA

domains have several additional features in common with

ME phogrin and ME ICA512: they are proximal to the

plasma membrane facing the extracellular matrix and

undergo complex posttranslational processing and

proteolysis.

Sequence and structure similarity within the receptor

family

Based on sequence similarity, ME phogrin and ME

ICA512 have been classified in Pfam [45] as part of the

Receptor_IA-2 (PF11548) family, which includes mam-

mals, amphibian, fish, insect, and plant members. We have

previously shown that the Receptor_IA-2 and SEA

(PF01390) families are related and can be recognized by a

single HMM profile [16]. In this regard, ME phogrin and

ME ICA512 share 42 % amino acid identity, whereas

distant members share with human ME phogrin about 26 %

Table 1 Data collection, phasing and refinement statistics

Sample information

pH 7.4 4.6

PDB entry 4HTI 4HTJ

Data collectiona

Synchrotron NSLS NSLS

Wavelength (Å) 0.91840 0.91840

Space group P6122 P6122

Unit cell dimensions (Å) a = b=55.133;

c = 148.39

a = b = 54.742;

c = 149.147

Unit cell angles (�) a = b=90.00;
c = 120.00

a = b=90.00;
c = 120.00

Resolution limits (Å) 30.00–1.95

(1.98–1.95)

20.00–2.01

(2.03–2.00)

Rmerge
b 0.06 (0.99) 0.06 (0.79)

Mean I/r (I) 104.6 (7.72) 41.2 (3.6)

Completness (%) 99.6 (100) 95.4 (61.9)

Redundancy 40.5 (41.4) 12.5 (9.7)

Matthew’s coefficient

(Å3/Da)

3.01 2.98

% solvent 59.17 58.79

Molecules per ASU 1 1

Refinement

Resolution limits (Å) 30.00–1.95 20.00–2.01

Number of reflections 10,292 9,206

Rwork/Rfree
c,d 0.221/0.243 0.203/0.238

Protein atoms 670 676

Water molecules 40 34

Protein atoms average

B–factors (Å2)

48.5 46.7

Water molecules average

B–factors (Å2)

45.6 48.7

Bond length RMSD (Å) 0.021 0.019

Bond angles RMSD (�) 1.563 2.000

Ramachandran plot

Most favoured uw pairs

(%)

100 100

a Data were collected on a single crystal. Values in parentheses are

for the highest-resolution shell
b Rmerge =

P
hkl

P
i|Ihkl,i -\Ihkl[ |/

P
hkl

P
iIhkl,i

c Rwork =
P

|Fobs - Fcalc|
P

|Fobs|, where Fcalc and Fobs are the cal-

culated and observed structure factor amplitudes, respectively
d Rfree is the same as Rwork, but calculated for 5.0 % of the total

reflections (chosen at random and omitted during refinement)
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sequence identity (see Fig. 1 in online resources). The

X-ray results made possible to examine the structural and

functional significance of sequence conservation. In Fig. 2

it is shown the spatial disposition of invariant and highly

conserved amino acid positions. This information is

examined below, in concert with the structural details.

Packing and electrostatic details

The b-sheet and the two a-helices of ME phogrin (Fig. 1)

enclose an extended hydrophobic core made by well-

packed, highly-conserved aliphatic and phenyl side chains.

About 30 % of the residues are involved in the formation

of this hydrophobic core. This suggests high stability and

low conformational flexibility of the domain as a whole,

which is consistent with its resistance to proteolysis [30]

and a role as a robust structural scaffold for putative pro-

tein–protein interactions.

Surface electrostatic potentials of ME phogrin and ME

ICA512 are shown in Fig. 3. ME phogrin is acidic, with a

calculated pI for both the folded and unfolded structure of

4.86. Similar results were obtained for ME ICA512, with a

pI 5.56 and 5.68 for the folded and unfolded states,

respectively. Interestingly, both proteins exhibit two

equivalent charged surfaces at opposite sides. The pre-

dominantly positive surface corresponds to the exposed

side of the b-sheet (right panels in Fig. 3); the opposite,

predominantly negative surface corresponds to the polar

side of the two helices (left panels in Fig. 3).

In nearly all the receptor family members, the N- and

C-terminal segments that precede and follow the solved

structure are rich in acidic residues (not shown). In the

whole receptor inserted in the membrane, these segments

may be juxtaposed to the positive face mentioned above

and thus stabilizing the whole structure. The significance of

the negative face is less clear, however it may be part of a

binding site for metals or other positively charged ligands

in the lumen of the secretory granule. In the phogrin

crystallization milieu no metals were present and no elec-

tronic density compatible with bound metals was observed.

Nevertheless, the negative face exhibits a potential metal

binding site observed before occupied with calcium in

several crystals of ME ICA512. This binding site formed

by Asn-564 O and Asp-569 OD atoms –in a loop that will

be described with more detail below–seems to be con-

served in most of the receptor family members at the

N-terminus of a-helix 2.

The inspection of the electrostatic potentials led to the

identification of specific charged side chains that are almost

invariant in all the receptor family (Figs. 3, and Fig. 1 in

online resources): Lys 578 and Glu 582 on the predomi-

nantly negative surface and Lys 557 on the positive one.

The persistence among the species of these specific charges

at the protein surface suggests their possible involvement

in biological function or recognition.

The structural role of core residues justifies their pres-

ervation across the species; on the other hand, preserved

non-core residues may provide clues for biological func-

tion. In this regard, b-strand 2 and 3 (Fig. 1) and the

intervening type II L b-turn contain several invariant or

highly-preserved residues. Indeed, this tight turn is one of

the distinctive structural hallmarks of this receptor family

relative to other SEA domains. In MUC1 a two-residue

insertion in this turn introduces a conformational stress that

results in protein self-proteolysis [44]. Insertions at this

turn are also seen in MUC16 [46] and in dystroglycan [47],

Fig. 2 Invariant and highly

conserved residues in ME

phogrin and ME ICA512. The

assignment is based in a

sequence alignment of 65

representative members (Pfam

Receptor_IA-2 family

PF11548); Fig. 1 in on line

resources). The three invariant

residues (Y513, F556, G593;

phogrin numeration) are shown

in green. Sixteen and two

residues invariant in 95 and

90 % of the cases are shown in

coral and yellow, respectively.

Left and right panels are surface

and ribbon representations of

phogrin structures related by a

2-fold rotation along an

horizontal axis

X-ray structure of ME phogrin
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in both cases with an impact in the local geometry of the b-
sheet.

The N-glycosylation site

Another hallmark of the receptor family is the protruding

eight-residue segment that connects b-strand 3 and a-helix
2 (Fig. 4), and which we denominate ‘NG loop’. The NG

loop includes preserved Asn, Ser, Thr, and Gln residues

(one of them is a N-glycosylation site), and the putative

metal binding site mentioned previously. It is also a highly-

structured loop conforming to the structural Asx motif [48]

with an extensive net of hydrogen bonds between Asn side

chains and backbone NH and O atoms. However, the most

striking property of the NG loop is that it exposes a shallow

negative cavity rimmed by four backbone O atoms as

intramolecularly-unsatisfied hydrogen-bond acceptors (see

the left panel of Fig. 3). Contributing to this electrostati-

cally negative rim are also the C-cap of helix 1–with sev-

eral unsatisfied main chain hydrogen-bond acceptors–and

its macrodipole. All together, these conserved exceptional

Fig. 3 Surface electrostatic

potentials of ME phogrin and

ME ICA512. Two opposite

faces are shown colored

according to the electrostatic

potential (from blue ?5 kT/e to

red -5kT/e). On the bottom, a

ribbon representation of the

above molecular orientations is

given. Asterisks indicate known

N-glycosilation sites (two in

ME ICA512 and one in ME

phogrin). The asterisks on the

left panel also mark the region

of the NG loop, described in the

text as a potentially relevant site

for binding and interaction.

Specific charged residues that

are almost invariant in the

receptor family are labeled in

yellow

Fig. 4 The structure of the NG loop. The segment connecting b-
strand 3 and a-helix 2 is sequentially well preserved among the

receptor family and exhibits interesting electrostatic and hydrogen-

bonding properties (see the text). This protein region is proposed as

the binding site for a still unidentified ligand
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structural features suggest a surface spot that is likely to be

an important binding site for yet unidentified ligands.

Putative dimerization interfaces

As mentioned in the Introduction, to understand the

architecture of the whole RPTP inserted in the membrane is

crucial to characterize the dimerization mode of ME

phogrin and ICA512 and the differences thereof. Most of

the experimental evidence gathered so far is related to

ICA512 and can be summarized as follows.

Unglycosylated ME ICA512 forms a dimer in solution

through a b-sheet extension mediated by the hydrogen-

bond antiparallel pairing of b-strand 2 from different

monomers; we termed this dimer ‘b2–b20 [26, 27]. A

second dimerization mode of ME ICA512 is mediated by a

similar pairing of b-strand 4 to form the ‘b4–b40 dimer;

however this second association mode depends of addi-

tional stabilizing forces, as those present in the crystalline

state, or those potentially driven by the dimerization of the

other receptor domains [26, 27]. Nevertheless, the pre-

dicted glycosylation at Asn 506 should sterically hinder the

formation of a ME ICA512 b2-b2 dimer, and therefore the

existence of such dimer in the mature form of the receptor

should be considered unlikely.

In a recent work, using size-exclusion chromatography

and multi-angle ligth-scattering we demonstrated that ME

phogrin is a monomer in solution [16]. Since the existence

of a monomeric state of the whole receptor inserted in the

membrane is counterintuitive and in disagreement with

evidences of self-association of the transmembrane and

cytoplasmic domains, it seems proper to assume that, in the

cell, ME domains will also interacts homodimerically in

both the mature forms of phogrin and ICA512. That is why

the experimental findings that ME phogrin is a monomer

also in the crystals was at first surprising.

The lack of b2–b2 dimer formation in phogrin is, however,

readily explained by crucial sequence differences at the

interface. b2-strand in ME ICA512 establishes two sym-

metric interchain hydrogen bonds through the side chains of

Asn 506 and Ser 508. These residues correspond to Asp 546

and Glu 548 in phogrin, which results not only in the loss of

two stabilizing hydrogen bonds but in the concentration of

four voluminous and negatively charged side chains in a

small and closely packed region of the interface (not shown).

Furthermore, the b2–b2 interface comprises the antiparallel

bFig. 5 b4–b4 dimerization interface. The hydrogen-bond network

stabilizing the interaction between strands b4 in the crystal structure

of ME ICA512 is shown in (b). In (a) a modeled (hypothetical) b4–b4
interaction for phogrin is presented. The ME phogrin model was

prepared simply by placing two of the experimentally determined

phogrin monomers as if they were to form the b4–b4 dimer observed

for ME ICA512. In (c, d), additional interactions in the b4–b4
dimerization interface involving helix 2 are depicted. As in the first

two panels, Panel D shows the experimentally determined hydrogen

bond pattern in ME ICA512, whereas in Panel C the modeled

equivalent interaction for phogrin is proposed. Only very minor

rotameric adjustments were needed to achieve robust geometric

consistency of the models. Note that some side chains has been

omitted for clarity and that all the panels represent partial aspects of

the same orientation of the dimers. Almost most residues in the

interface are identical in the two proteins, and that the few mutations

results in the conservation of the hydrogen-bond pattern

X-ray structure of ME phogrin
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pairing of helix 1, which extends the hydrophobic core across

the two monomers. In this association core, Arg 527 of

phogrin replaces Val 487 in ICA512, resulting in the burial of

two closely packed and unbalanced positive charges (not

shown). These changes are likely to cause a very large

destabilization of a b2–b2 interface in phogrin. It is important

to note that the sequence changes that make the b2–b2 pho-

grin interface inviable are characteristic of all ME from the

RPTPN2 gene.

Unlike the b2–b2 interface, b4–b4 dimerization

involves strand residues that are almost perfectly conserved

in ICA512 and phogrin (Fig. 1 in online resources). A

model (Fig. 5, panels A and B) shows that a b4–b4 inter-

action in ME phogrin would be equivalent to that experi-

mentally observed in ME ICA512.

b4–b4 dimerization also involves the antiparallel pairing

of a-helix 2 (H2a in Fig. 1) and the prolongation of the

hydrophobic core across the dimerization interface (not

shown). Despite that in the interacting helical segment

there are several sequence differences between phogrin and

ICA512, these remain favorable with dimerization. Indeed,

if an effect should be expected, this would be a strength-

ening of the interaction. For instance, the single cross-over

hydrogen bond Gln 532A—Gln 532B in the dimer of ME

ICA512 becomes a multiple bridge Glu 568A—Asp 576B,

Glu 568A—Lys 572B, and Glu 568B—Asp 576A, Glu

568B—Lys 572A (Fig. 5, panels C and D).

The mentioned structural details predict a viable b4–b4
dimerization in ME phogrin. However, its realization, as in

the crystal of ME ICA512, may depend on additional sta-

bilization forces arisen from cooperative interactions

between the transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains in

the membrane-inserted receptor.

Concluding remarks

All the above results allow us to draw the following con-

clusions. The structure of ME phogrin and ME ICA512 are

remarkably similar, despite the sequence differences

between them. The sequence conservation between the ME

domains of representative members suggests that the

structural similarity extends to all the family. The quater-

nary structure of ME domains, however, may be different.

Notably, the b2–b2 dimerization mode present in solution

and in the crystalline state of ICA512 is not realized in

phogrin. On the contrary, b4–b4 dimerization seems feasi-

ble from a structural point of view in both kind of receptors;

the fact that so far its existence has been demonstrated only

in the crystalline state of ICA512 may indicate that further

interactions should take place for its realization in phogrin.

Finally, the structural characterization of ME phogrin pre-

sented herein, along with the previous studies on ICA512,

provides a basis for building models of the overall orienta-

tion and oligomerization state of the receptor in biological

membranes. These models in turn should help in the design

of experiments aimed to test the functioning of the receptor

in the cell.
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